The genes encoding the variable (V) region of the B-cell antigen receptor (BCR) are assembled from V, D (diversity), and J (joining) elements through a RAG-mediated recombination process that relies on the recognition of recombination signal sequences (RSSs) flanking the individual elements. Secondary V(D)J rearrangement modifies the original Ig rearrangement if a nonproductive original joint is formed, as a response to inappropriate signaling from a self-reactive BCR, or as part of a stochastic mechanism to further diversify the Ig repertoire. 
The genes encoding the variable (V) region of the B-cell antigen receptor (BCR) are assembled from V, D (diversity), and J (joining) elements through a RAG-mediated recombination process that relies on the recognition of recombination signal sequences (RSSs) flanking the individual elements. Secondary V(D)J rearrangement modifies the original Ig rearrangement if a nonproductive original joint is formed, as a response to inappropriate signaling from a self-reactive BCR, or as part of a stochastic mechanism to further diversify the Ig repertoire. V H replacement represents a RAGmediated secondary rearrangement in which an upstream V H element recombines with a rearranged V H D H J H joint to generate a new BCR specificity. The rearrangement occurs between the cryptic RSS of the original V H element and the conventional RSS of the invading V H gene, leaving behind a footprint of up to five base pairs (bps) of the original V H gene that is often further obscured by exonuclease activity and N-nucleotide addition. We have previously demonstrated that V H replacement can efficiently rescue the development of B cells that have acquired two nonproductive heavy chain (IgH) rearrangements. Here we describe a novel knock-in mouse model in which the prerearranged IgH locus resembles an endogenously rearranged productive V H D H J H allele. Using this mouse model, we characterized the role of V H replacement in the diversification of the primary Ig repertoire through the modification of productive V H D H J H rearrangements. Our results indicate that V H replacement occurs before Ig light chain rearrangement and thus is not involved in the editing of selfreactive antibodies.
VH replacement | receptor editing | lymphocyte development | secondary rearrangement | V(D)J A hallmark of the adaptive immune system is its ability to generate a large antibody repertoire despite a limited genome through the rearrangement of variable (V), diversity (D), and joining (J) genes during B-cell development in a process called V(D)J recombination (1) . Each antibody-producing cell expresses a single pair of heavy and light chains generated by this process during the pro-B-cell and pre-B-cell stages of development, respectively. V(D)J recombination is mediated by the recombination activating proteins RAG1 and RAG2, which bind and cleave recombination recognition sequences (RSSs) flanking V, D, and J genes. Because there are several members of V, D (for the heavy chain), and J segments, the combinatorial nature of V(D)J rearrangement allows for the generation of a vastly diverse antibody repertoire from a relatively modest amount of genetic information present in the germline DNA.
Ig gene rearrangement progresses in an ordered stepwise manner during B-cell development, with Ig heavy (IgH) chain assembly before Ig light (IgL) chain assembly. In-frame rearrangement of a V H D H J H joint leads to expression of an IgH chain that pairs with an invariant surrogate light chain, and, in association with the Igα and Igβ signal-transducing subunits, these proteins form the pre-B-cell receptor (pre-BCR) (2, 3) . Signaling through a functional pre-BCR allows the cell to progress from the pro-Bcell stage to the pre-B-cell stage, where IgL rearrangement can occur. This progression is accompanied by a burst of proliferation, which ensures that the functional IgH rearrangement is not lost in the event of unsuccessful IgL recombination and increases diversity by allowing a given IgH chain to pair with multiple IgL chains. Only cells that acquire a functional B-cell receptor (BCR), with an in-frame rearranged IgH chain that successfully pairs with a productively rearranged IgL chain, progress to become mature B cells.
The imprecise nature of the joining process in V(D)J recombination contributes to the diversity of the antibody repertoire, but also leads to a significant number of nonfunctional rearrangements, with approximately two-thirds of the joints being out-of-frame. At the IgH locus, V H replacement can rescue "dead-end" pro-B cells that have acquired nonproductive IgH joints on both alleles by rearranging an upstream V H gene with a nonfunctional V H D H J H (4-7).
Ordered rearrangement of the IgH and IgL loci is mediated by the RAG1/2 proteins that recognize RSSs flanking V, D, and J segments. The consensus RSS is composed of a heptamer (CACTGTG) and a nonamer (GGTTTTTGT) separated by either a 12-bp or 23-bp spacer (8) . V(D)J recombination occurs preferentially between gene segments flanked by RSSs of dissimilar lengths, thus directing the order of recombination; this is known as the 12/23 rule. Because the V H D H J H recombination process eliminates any remaining D H genes and their flanking 12-bp RSSs, further editing of this locus requires a recombination
Significance
The recombinatorial process of V(D)J rearrangement generates a vast antibody repertoire from a limited number of genes. The joints generated in the course of V(D)J recombination are imprecise thus yielding greater diversity but also resulting in frequent generation of nonproductive VDJ rearrangements. We have previously shown that B cells with two nonproductive IgH rearrangements can be efficiently rescued by a form of secondary V(D)J recombination called V H replacement. We now demonstrate that V H replacement also contributes to the diversity of the immune repertoire by modifying productive IgH rearrangements. Results presented herein suggest that V H replacement occurs exclusively during early stages of B-cell development and therefore does not contribute to the editing of self-reactive antibodies.
event that violates the 12/23 rule. V H replacement occurs between a 23-bp RSS of an upstream invading V H gene and a highly conserved 7-bp cryptic RSS (cRSS; TACTGTG) in the body of the recipient V H gene (6, 7) . Because the cRSS is located near the 3′ terminus of the recipient V H gene, this process leaves behind only 5 bps proximal to the highly variable CDR3 region of the original V H D H J H joint, a minimal footprint that can be modified by exonuclease "chewback" and N-nucleotide addition (9, 10) .
V H replacement was initially observed in mouse B-cell lines in which a small fraction of cells regularly acquired alternate IgH rearrangements, thus "editing" their original specificity (6, 7). Since then, V H replacement has been studied in transgenic mouse models, human cell lines, and human blood. Recent studies that bioinformatically examined the frequency of 4-to 5-bp V H footprints at the V H -D H vs. D H -J H junctions have suggested evidence of V H replacement in at least 5% of the human Ig repertoire (9) . Analysis of V H footprints in mouse IgH rearrangements revealed a similar frequency of V H replacement in wild-type (WT) mice, and also demonstrated a significantly higher frequency of V H replacement footprints in IgH sequences from patients with autoimmune diseases and animals of autoimmune-prone backgrounds (11, 12) . However, the random nature of exonuclease and terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) activity at the CDR3 region of IgH joints makes it difficult to assess the contribution of V H replacement to the repertoire by sequence analysis, owing to loss of the V H footprint. Furthermore, our earlier work with a mouse model carrying a predefined nonproductive IgH rearrangement in the IgH locus has demonstrated that up to one-third of V H replacement events are mediated by sequence microhomology of the highly conserved 3′ bases of V H genes (4 (Fig. 1A) . This antibody, expressed by the D23 hybridoma, has a broad range of specificities, including ssDNA and dsDNA (13 Analysis of the bone marrow of mice heterozygous for the D23 prod allele (D23 prod/+ ) revealed a reduced compartment of progenitor B lymphocytes (B220 + IgM − ) compared with bone marrow from WT mice (Fig. 1B) FACS analysis cannot fully reveal the frequency of secondary rearrangement at the D23 prod allele, however, because cells that undergo in-frame V H replacement remain IgM a+ and continue to express the IgM constant region from the targeted allele. In addition, cells that have undergone out-of-frame replacement may fail to productively rearrange the WT IgH locus and undergo apoptosis. Although the frequency of IgM b+ B cells in the secondary lymphoid tissues, such as spleen, mesenteric lymph nodes, and Peyer's patches, was similar, with a slightly higher frequency observed in spleen (Fig. S1A) , we consistently noted an increased frequency of IgM b+ cells in the marginal zone compared with follicular B cells (Fig. S1B) .
V H Replacement Leads to Inactivation of the D23
prod Allele. To assess the rearrangements occurring at the D23 prod IgH allele, we isolated splenic B cells from D23 prod heterozygous and homozygous mice. Using a mixture of degenerate forward primers specific for different families of V H genes (excluding the Q52 family, which includes the Q52.2.4 V H gene used in the D23 prod rearrangement) with a reverse primer specific for the D H -J H junction of D23 prod , we were able to amplify secondary rearrangements from the D23 prod locus while avoiding amplification of the original D23 prod allele or rearrangements from the WT IgH locus (Fig. 2B ). Analysis of these sequences revealed that upstream V H genes had invaded and replaced the recipient D23 prod V H gene ( prod knock-in allele (Fig. 3) ; thus, the out-of-frame replacement events of the D23 prod allele inactivated that allele, and the WT IgM b+ allele was subsequently rearranged and expressed. Replacement events amplified from IgM a+ B cells contained primarily in-frame replacements; the few out-of-frame replacement events were likely a result of contamination by IgM b+ cells. We previously described a mouse model in which nearly the entire Ig repertoire was generated as a result of V H replacement of the nonproductive D23 stop allele. In that mouse model, we observed that ∼30% of the replacement events were mediated by sequence microhomology at the V H -to-V H D H J H junction and thus lacked N/P nucleotide addition (4) . Sequences generated by replacement of the D23 prod allele harbored N/P nucleotides in >95% of the cases, however. In the absence of any selection pressure, roughly two-thirds of such replacement events are expected to be out-of-frame, owing to the stochastic nature of exonuclease chewback and N-nucleotide addition. Our observation that the vast majority (∼95%) of replacement events from total B cells of D23 prod/+ mice were out-of-frame suggests positive selection of cells expressing a rearrangement from the WT IgH allele, rather than a V H -replaced D23 prod allele (Fig. 3 ).
Preferential Use of Proximal V Genes in V H Replacement of the Productive V H D H J H Allele. Sequence analysis of invading V H genes revealed a strong preference for genes in the VH7183 family, the upstream V H gene family most proximal to the D23 prod rearrangement (Fig. 4) . Indeed, the most frequently invading V H gene was the VH7183 family member VHD6.96, the V H gene immediately upstream of the knock-in site ( Fig. S2 and Dataset S1). In contrast, in D23 stop knock-in mice (4) to demonstrate IgH receptor editing by V H replacement (21) . Furthermore, a recent study by the Zhang group found that antibodies isolated from patients suffering from autoimmune disease and animals on autoimmune-prone backgrounds have higher frequencies of V H replacement footprints, suggesting that editing of the IgH repertoire either contributes to self-reactive specificities or plays a role in editing of self-reactive Ig rearrangements (11, 12) . Intriguingly, the same group demonstrated that immature B cells can be induced to undergo V H replacement by BCR cross-linking, implying that receptor editing by V H replacement may occur after the B cells have egressed from the bone marrow (22) . With our D23 prod model, we can assess for an increase in B cells that have undergone V H replacement in response to a self-antigen and determine the stage at which the secondary rearrangements occur.
We took advantage of the ssDNA/dsDNA autospecificity of the paired D23 IgH and IgL chains to investigate whether V H replacement can modify and edit autoantibodies (13) . Nearly all B cells in D23 prod/+ D23 κ/+ mice expressed the κ IgL chain, and the autospecificity to DNA resulted in a lower level of IgM a expression compared with D23 prod IgH chain expression alone (Fig. S4A ). No increase in V H replacement was observed, however, as indicated by the maintained low fraction of cells expressing the WT IgH locus (IgM b ). Consistent with a lack of editing at either IgH or IgL loci, we observed a severe reduction of pro-B and pre-B-cell compartments, given that the knock-in IgH and IgL chains are readily expressed and mediate accelerated B-cell development (Fig. S4B) .
To introduce an even more robust autoreactive signal in D23 prod B cells, we bred the D23 prod allele onto a κ-macroself background. The κ-macroself allele encodes a ubiquitously expressed chimeric cell surface protein with a Fab fragment that specifically recognizes the mouse Igκ constant region (23) . As a result, developing B cells expressing Igκ antibody will bind to κ-macroself and undergo IgL chain editing. In D23 prod/+ mice, Igλ + B cells constitute <15% of total B cells (Fig. 5) thus expressed the WT IgH allele, underscoring the importance of V H replacement in diversification of the Ig repertoire in the knock-in mice and highlighting a possible selection mechanism for B cells as the mice age (Fig. S5 ).
Discussion
We previously described a mouse model with a nonproductive V H D H J H rearrangement (D23 stop ) knocked into the IgH locus. Analysis of these mice revealed that V H replacement can rescue B cells that have undergone out-of-frame rearrangement on both IgH alleles, and that although V H replacement is not as efficient as conventional 12/23-bp V(D)J recombination, it nonetheless is able to generate a large complement of B cells with a highly diverse Ig repertoire (4) . Furthermore, analysis of replacement joints revealed that the majority of the cells were generated early in B-cell development, because many sequences carried evidence of TdT activity. In the present study, we examined the potential for V H replacement to further diversify the Ig repertoire by modifying a productively rearranged IgH locus and its possible role in editing the BCR in response to autospecificity. For this purpose, we generated a mouse strain in which a productive V H D H J H rearrangement is knocked into the IgH locus in a physiological manner. stop mice demonstrated that many V H replacement events did not carry a footprint of the recipient V H gene, because V H replacement may occur via DNA microhomologymediated joining (4). The same study also highlighted that V H footprints are counterselected at the pre-B to immature transition owing to the presence of charged amino acids, specifically arginine, commonly encoded by V H replacement footprints, further suggesting that assessment of the V H replacement prevalence based on V H footprint detection may greatly underestimate its true frequency (4) . Because the sequence of the recipient V H D H J H joint is defined in our D23 prod knock-in mice, we can confidently identify all secondary rearrangement events and assess their contribution to this mouse model's antibody repertoire. Our new mouse model allows us to directly assess the contribution of V H replacement to the further diversification of the primary B-cell repertoire, as well as its potential to edit autoimmune specificities. A significant fraction of V H replacement in D23 stop /D23 stop mice is mediated by microhomology between the invading and recipient V H genes, wherein the footprint of the original V H gene was missing and no N/P-nucleotides were observed (4). In contrast, only two out of more than 100 V H replacement events that we analyzed in D23 prod mice appear to have been mediated by microhomology. The absence of V H replacement by microhomology in D23 prod mice suggests that the replacement events occur exclusively in the presence of TdT. The high frequency of microhomology-mediated replacement events in D23 stop /D23 stop mice may either result from rearrangements occurring in the fetal liver in the absence of TdT or represent rare events in the bone marrow that are selected for preferentially owing to their lack of the V H footprint and thus the lower frequency of the positively charged arginine residues in CDR3 (4). The nearly complete absence of IgM b+ cells observed in newborn D23
prod/+ mice suggests that any replacement events that do occur in the fetal liver of these mice are in-frame, consistent with the fact that TdT is not expressed during fetal hematopoiesis. However, because we failed to amplify any replacement joints from fetal livers of D23 prod/+ mice, we conclude that replacement events at this stage of development are rare in this model. FACS analysis of B cells from adult D23 prod/+ mice revealed that 3-5% of B cells were using the WT IgH allele, having inactivated the knock-in D23 allele by out-of-frame V H replacement. In addition, B cells that underwent an allele-inactivating V H replacement may fail to acquire an in-frame rearrangement on the WT IgH allele and thus perish in the bone marrow, so that the frequency of replacement events may be even higher. We could not assess the true extent of V H replacement until we also examined the frequency of in-frame V H replacement, however. In D23 prod/+ total splenic B cells, we observed that out-of-frame replacement events were far more frequent than in-frame secondary rearrangements, with inframe V H replacement accounting for only 5% of secondary rearrangements.
Owing to the stochastic nature of TdT and exonuclease activity, only two-thirds of V H replacement events are expected to be out-of-frame, but since the vast majority were out-of-frame, there must be selection against in-frame and/or selection for out-of-frame replacement. In-frame V H replacements may be selected against due to the prevalence of charged amino acids encoded by the footprint bases (as discussed above). On the other hand, the out-of-frame replacement events allow de novo rearrangement of the WT IgH locus, and thus significantly diversify the antibody repertoire, from which specificities expressed in peripheral B cells can be selected. Indeed, we observed steady accumulation of B cells that had undergone out-of-frame V H replacement and now expressed IgM b (WT) heavy chain as the animals aged; it was this population that was preferentially recruited into germinal centers of gut-associated immune organs. The preferential participation of IgM b+ B cells in the gut-associated germinal centers likely reflects the broader antibody repertoire of this population. The accumulation of such "escapee" cells with age is frequently observed in IgH knock-in mouse models.
Most V H replacements at the D23 prod allele used V H genes from the VH7183 V gene family, predominantly VHD6.96, the V H gene most proximal to the knock-in site. This finding is in striking contrast to our previous study of D23 stop /D23 stop mice, where the entire Ig repertoire was generated by secondary rearrangements of the nonproductive IgH alleles. In that case, V H replacement events used the full spectrum of V H genes, and the repertoire of V H elements used closely resembled that seen in primary WT IgH rearrangements (4). Pro-B cells blocked from progressing in development, such as those from D23 stop /D23 stop mice or from Igα signaling-deficient animals, have a broader window of opportunity to undergo secondary rearrangement. In contrast, cells that undergo V H replacement in D23 prod animals likely initiate secondary IgH rearrangement before receiving a signal through the pre-BCR.
The highly restricted V H use during replacement observed in the D23 prod mice may reflect a lack of contraction at the IgH locus during the limited time that these cells remain in the pro-B-cell compartment and may be related to chromatin inaccessibility of the distal V H genes in the early stages of B-cell differentiation (25, 26 Along with diversifying the antibody repertoire, V H replacement has been suggested as a mechanism of receptor editing in immature B cells (11, 22, 31) . We examined the frequency of V H replacement of the D23 prod allele on two autoreactive backgrounds, first by pairing this IgH with its cognate IgL chain D23κ, resulting in an antibody with ssDNA/dsDNA autospecificity, and then by expressing the D23 prod knock-in in mice that ubiquitously express a protein that cross-links all BCRs that carry a Igκ, thus triggering massive IgL editing. In both cases, we observed no change in the frequency of V H replacement.
Although a recent study found evidence of V H replacement breaks occurring in B cells that recently emigrated from the bone marrow (22) , the presence of N-nucleotides in ∼99% of V H replacement joints analyzed from D23 prod mice suggests that replacement occurs at the pro-B-cell stage, at which the expression of Tdt is limited (32). Our conclusion is consistent with an earlier analysis of cRSS cleavage throughout the B-cell developmental stages (33) . Our finding that the presence of a prerearranged D23κ did not alter the frequency of V H replacement on the D23 prod IgH chain further suggests that this process occurs in early B-cell progenitors, before IgL chain expression. The increased frequency of V H replacement footprints in autoimmune repertoires may reflect positive selection of the additional positively charged amino acids encoded by the V H footprint in the CDR3 region (4, 34) , rather than evidence suggesting V H replacement as a mechanism for editing of the primary repertoire in response to autoantigens.
The majority of earlier IgH knock-in mice were of limited use in the study of secondary IgH rearrangements, because these mice had V H D H J H joints knocked-in ∼180 kb downstream of the most 3′ V H gene, replacing the endogenous J H elements and leaving the intervening D H elements intact. In contrast, the D23 prod allele closely resembled an endogenous IgH rearrangement, allowing us to study the secondary rearrangement of a productive V H D H J H joint under quasi-physiological conditions. The use of mice generated by nuclear transfer using B cells as donors, as well as mice produced using iPS cells following the reprogramming of mature B lymphocytes, may provide further insight into V H replacement, because B-cell progenitors in these mice will have prerearranged Ig loci (35) (36) (37) In summary, our analysis of secondary rearrangements in a mouse model with a naturally positioned IgH knock-in demonstrates that V H replacement can modify productively rearranged V H D H J H joints as a mechanism of antibody repertoire diversification. Extrapolating from the D23 prod allele to the entire antibody repertoire, the overall contribution of this secondary diversification process is apparently minor, and the physiological impact of V H replacement may be more significant for rescuing B-cell progenitors with nonproductive IgH rearrangements (4). In either case, however, V H replacement occurs in B progenitor cells independent of antigen specificity and is unlikely to contribute to receptor editing in the context of the counterselection of autoreactive BCRs in pre-B or immature B lymphocytes.
Materials and Methods
Gene Targeting. Our gene targeting strategy was similar to the previously published D23 stop targeting strategy (4). The rearranged D23 IgH gene segment was isolated by PCR amplification, and its promoter was cloned by a PCR walking strategy. The D23 VDJ together with the promoter was cloned into the targeting vector 1 (Fig. 1A) containing a floxed neo cassette flanked by homology to the J H region. To generate targeting vector 2 (Fig. 1A) , a double LoxP followed by an frt-flanked neomycin-resistance cassette was inserted into a vector containing homology to the V H 81X gene. (The orientation of the V H element was not known at the time of targeting.) Sequential targeting of first the double LoxP and then the D23 VDJ resulted in the targeted IgH locus. The chimera with transmission of the targeted allele into the germline was crossed to the deleter strain to eliminate the intervening D H elements by Cre activity in germ cells (39) .
Preparative and Analytical FACS. Fluorescence staining was performed as described previously (4) . Cells isolated from κ-macroself mice were incubated in unlabeled mouse IgG/κ antibody for blocking before antibody staining. Cell sorting was performed using a triple-laser flow cytometer (BD FACSVantage) and a four-laser flow cytometer (BD FACSAria). Analytical FACS was carried out on a four-laser flow cytometer (BD LSRFortessa and LSRII).
PCR and RT-PCR. DNA from sorted populations was prepared by proteinase K digestion in Tris buffer for 3 h. IgH rearrangements were amplified using a mix of previously described forward primers and a reverse primer specific to the D23H D-J sequence (5′-CCCCAGTAGTCAAAGTACC-3′) or a J H2 primer (5′-AGACTGTGAGAGTGGTGCC-3′) (40) . High-fidelity polymerase was used to minimize point mutations during the PCR analyses (Roche). The expectedsized band (∼380 bp) was excised and gel-purified before being inserted into the pGEM-T easy vector by TA cloning (Promega). The subcloned DNA was prepared by column purification (Qiagen) and sequenced using T7 primer (Macrogen).
RNA was isolated from sorted populations by column purification (Qiagen RNeasy Micro Kit). cDNA was prepared immediately using random hexamer primers (Superscript VILO; Life Technologies). Forward and reverse primers specific to but degenerate within the J558 (forward: 5′-CTTCTGGCTACA-CCTTCAC-3′; reverse: 5′-CTGAGCTGCATGTAGGCTG-3′) and 7183 (forward: 5′-GCCTCTGGATTCACTTTCAG-3′; reverse: 5′-CATTGTCTCTGGAGATGGTG-3′) V gene families were used to quantitatively amplify germline transcription of V genes.
Mice. Mice were housed and cared for under specific pathogen-free conditions in accordance with protocols approved by the Animal Care and Use Committees of Harvard Medical School and NYU School of Medicine.
Sequence Analysis of IgH Rearrangements. VDJ sequences were analyzed using the National Center for Biotechnology Information's IgBlast program (Dataset S1).
